eLearning? Really? Must I?
By Lothar Katz

How many online training events have you experienced? None? Seriously?
These days, eLearning is hard to avoid. Whether it is your company asking you to take
a training, your brokerage telling you about new investment options, your industry
association conducting a remote meeting, or your own desire to develop yourself and
learn something new, some kind of online learning tool is usually involved in any of these
activities, from YouTube videos to canned presentations, webinar software, or other
online meeting tools. All of this comes under the umbrella of distance learning or
‘eLearning,’ the ‘e’ letting us know that computers are involved.
Problem is, experience lets most people expect online learning to be boring with a big B.
There is little fun to be had when you watch a PowerPoint presentation on your
computer, trying to follow a monotonous narrative while tempted to do something more
fun, like checking your email or social media news. Newer online communication tools at
least show you a video of the speaker, but that small talking head in the upper right
corner of your screen hardly makes this much more exciting. Sure, classroom-style
learning can be boring, too, but a lively trainer will make a difference here. But online?
My first e-learning experience as a facilitator came more than ten years ago, teaching a
virtual class in an MBA program. Back then, online training was boring. Bandwidth was
limited, download times were long, and tools for online education were poor.
Accordingly, simple visuals plus (recorded or live) audio were all that eLearning had to
offer. While people recognized that learning online had some advantages, like the option
to access lectures and other materials repeatedly and at one’s own schedule and pace,
the limitations that were inherent to those days’ technology still made this way of
learning painful.
However, technology and tools made great progress since then, enabling far more
complex approaches to remote teaching. For my part, I also learned over the years how
to facilitate online learning in ways that are as rich and intense as any face-to-face
training should be.
Personally, the strongest push came from a very large American client who insisted that
we find a way to take a three-day training online that previously took place in-classroom.
Their issue, common across large multinationals, was that the groups and teams to be
trained were distributed across several countries and time zones. The company was that
much not worried about flying a trainer around: bringing all of these learners to the same
location was what they considered cost-prohibitive. Our answer was to employ blended
online training, which typically includes offline elements (complex interactive lectures,
reading, etc.), team assignments where learners collaborate in virtual teams, and virtual
class meetings bringing everyone together online with an instructor. The concept worked
extremely well and allowed training events that were simply impossible before. For
instance, we had deliveries of this training that in some cases simultaneously included
participants living and working in 12 different countries.
Allowing geographically distributed groups of learners is only one advantage of this type
of training: timing can be much more flexible, too. Where possible, we try to structure
such programs in ways that demand only 1-2 hours of learner time per day, a real
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benefit in today’s work environment as people can still handle much of their normal
workload while continuing their personal development.
When a large European client asked for a series of face-to-face training events across
several countries, we convinced them to integrate an online component, with the primary
purpose of helping participants become more comfortable with online collaboration, a
growing need in their daily interactions. Exploring how online meetings can be both
effective and fun converted several of the participants from sceptics to enthusiasts!
Nowadays, eLearning can include video of whoever is speaking, switching automatically
between all involved. Chat functions and drawing tools are ubiquitous and allow
everyone to share opinions, question and comments whenever they want. Many other
interactive elements, such as polls, multiple-choice forms, self-assessments, and more
serve to add further depth to the learning experience. All of these options make it easy
for facilitators to design online learning that frequently involves and engages all of the
participants. In fact, eLearning events that do not include regular and frequent interaction
across the whole group in my view should be banned altogether.
Because of all the technology changes and the resulting options to offer a much richer
online training experience, I am convinced that more and more people will discover
eLearning not as a cost-cutting tool but as a powerful option for effective people
development. The next time you attend a boring online event, make sure to tell the
facilitator that it does not have to be and challenge him/her to make it more interactive,
productive and exciting. You deserve it!
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